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H. F. Fox, July l 2, l 923

The Enforcement of Prohibition
/

AFTER each issue of the Bulletin, we vow that the
next one shall be kept within eight pages. Then, as
the weeks go by, we find ourselves swamped with ma
terial. "Discarding from strength"-we finally sift it down
to the items which simply must go in, and-again we have
to plead for your sufferance! From day to day prohibition
holds the centre of the stage. The editorial comment alone
would make a magazine a week. As a social problem, it
becomes more and more serious. As a political issue, it is
becoming acute. The matter we print in the Bulletin is se
lected to give you a fair cross-section view of it.
~

The enforcement of prohibition is the question of the
hour. Must we, as Senator Bailey says, witness the spectacle
of "the greatest of all nations compelled to execute a police
regulation with its army and navy?"

The President's Speech.
In President Harding's address at Denver, on prohibition, he said:
"Many citizens not teetotalers in their habits lawfully acquired stores of private stocks,
pending the ratification of the amendment and the enactment of the regulatory law. Many
others have had no scruples in seeking supplies from those who vend in defiance of the law. The
latter practice is rather too costly to be indulged by the masses, so there are literally American
millions who resent the lawful possessions of the few, the lawless practices of a few more, and
rebel against the denial to the vast majority. Universal prohibition in the United States would
occasion far less discontent than partial prohibition and partial indulgence."

First comments upon the speech were biased by political considerations. Sub
sequent comment, however, is of a more critical character, and there is some resent
ment expressed in regard to the veiled threat of the President that if the States do
not do their duty, the Federal Government will create a national police system for
the purpose of enforcing this particular law. It is generally conceded that the
President is right in his belief that the Eighteenth Amendment never will be re
pealed, but when he a sserts that the Volstead Act will not be modified, but if any
thing, will be made more drastic, he is deliberately blinding himself to public senti
ment. According to the President's concept, the function of the Federal Govern
ment is to prevent smuggling. The business of local enforcement should be "in the
hands of the state and local authorities." The President does not touch upon the
cost of the undertaking, but it is evident that he would like to shift the burden of
expense from the Federal Government to the States. How the States can be per
suaded to spend their own money in the work is not made clear. The President's
intimation that a State is nullifying its own authority in refusing to pass a state
enforcement act and take the responsibility for the carrying out of this law, has
challenged not only the State's rights advocates, but many of the most thoughtful
papers in the country. The Chicago Daily Tribune makes this pointed comment:
"We refer frequently to the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments. They must be kept
in mind if Americans are to use intelligence in their own affairs. It is the duty of the Federal
Government to enforce these amendments and we cannot believe that New York has become a
law-breaking state because it repeals its prohibition law.
"It is true that the Federal Government does not enforce the fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments. Congress does not obey th e unqualified order of the constitution that it shall
reduce the representation of states where suffrage is abridged and votes denied. The govern
ment does not raise a large force of federal police to see that black men and women in the South
can exercise their constitutional right to vote.
"Prohibition can be enforced in New York if the government wants to spend the money
and can find enough honest men. Negro suffrage can be enforced in Georgia if enough federal
police are sent to the polls and used later to protect the Negroes."

Here are some more editorial comments:
.

Springfield, Mass., Union:
"The troubles we are having with prohibition are simply the troubles that were invited
when functions of State government were improperly and unwisely turned over to the National ·
Government, and when the Constitution was made the vehicle for a police regulation."

Providence, R. I., Tribune:
"Congress pushes the burden on the States and local government, and then expects these
officials to enforce the Volstead Act, which most men think too rigid and controlled too much by
an unyielding and powerful minority."

Cincinnati Enquirer:
There never was so much open and unblushing disregard of the dry regulations as there
is at this moment.
"It is deplorable, that many of th~ very officials directly charged with seeing to it that
the dry statutes are honored and enforced-we mean Judges, executives, prosecutors and po
lice--'are among those who flout every provision of the enactment.

•

"While they are sending others to prison, they are themselves patronizing bootleggers and
blind pigs.
.
"In short, the country is breeding millions of habitual law-breakers and hypocrites.
"There is an imperative need for a new authoritative expression of the popular will on
the subject of the manufacture and sale of intoxicants, and we are of the opinion that the in
coming Congress ought to relieve the situation, and that the thing for it to do is to draw up and
submit to the citizens of the United States a modification of the eighteenth amendment."

Baltimore Evening Sun:
"The people of the country would have more patience with such appeals were there not
credible testimony to the effect that many of the officials who are charged with enforcing the
law, and who are constantly making high-sounding appeals for a better public attitude toward it,
are themselves indulging in forbidden beverages when the opportunity presents itself."

Chicago Post :

J

"The whole conspiracy to break down the law would collapse overnight if men and
women, to whom the protection of law is essential for the safety of their persons, property
and liberties, were to withdraw their profitable patronage-their lawless patronage-from the
sellers of liquor."

Jersey City, N.

J.,

Journal:

"When Warren Harding runs for the Presidency again, as there is every likelihood that
he will, he will run not only on a dry platform, but for all intents and purposes on a Volstead
platform."

Columbus, Ohio, State Journal:
"There is a great danger that the federal prohibition enforcement service will become a
colossal and permanent financial burden upon the public and that it will show no results com
mensurate with the cost."

Louisville, Ky., Times:
"Politicians seem to be blind to the fact that they have about worn out the public patience.
They are now playing the wet and dry game and they expect a deluded . following to applaud an
enormous increase in federal taxation."

Hartford, Conn., Courant:

•

"There will be many who will question if the better enforcement of the prohibition laws
in the last few years has been quite as gratifying or amazing as the President indicates.
"How splendidly prohibition is working right here in Hartford for instance is shown in
many ways. Something like thirty persons were before the police court for drunkenness yester
day morning. Bootleggers do a thriving business. Ask any young man who has returned from
a few days at his college commencement exercises whether or not there was any drinking at the
celebration."

Rochester, N. Y., Herald:
"Had the President's theory of federal and state powers been in existence during the first
years of the Republic, the United States of America could not have endured one generation. It
is only through measurable freedom from federal direction of state affairs that the states have
been enabled to form and maintain an individuality of their own. To assume that the states
are bound to become the principal police agents of the federal power is to contemplate a federa
tion of free and sovereign states become a mere federal empire of subject provinces."

Rochester, N. Y., Post Express:
"The President's opinion that the rigor of the Volstead law will not be moderated is not
shared by many Americans equally qualified to form opinions. They believe that the law will
be liberalized in the interest of temperance, and that when that is done, it will be as generally
respected as other laws are."

New York Evening World:
"Why must even the President of the United States give support to the absurd idea that
t~e Volstead act is different from any law that ever was or will be passed in the name of the
people of the United States, in that they must never question its wisdom or look to see it changed?
"Why, in seeking causes, must they turn their eyes everywhere save on the law itself?
"Get back to sanity and see the wrong where the wrong starts."

. - Buffalo,
N. Y., Courier:
- ,,

~

"The 'nullification" cry already has been overworked by the professional prohibitionists .
. It is utterly se11se1e·ss of course." .

Newark, N.

J., Evening News:

·"The President's prohibition address is not characterized by virility, though its general
effect is one of conviction tqat prohibition will prevail."

Newark, N.

J.,

Ledger:

"The President approached the matter delicately and· cautiously, but there is no difficulty
- for the careful reader to discern in what he says is an earnest desire for the country as a whole
to face the facts frankly and do something to diminish the lawless practices that so thrive."

Providence, R. I., News:
"The gentleman in the White House tells us that 'lawless drinking ·has become ·a menace
-to the Republic itself,' but has no remedy except through a veiled threat of a national police force
upon the backs of the people."

The Manitoba Election.
The recent election in Manitoba resulted in an overwhelming vote to abandon
-prohibition for a system of government control, somewhat similar to that which ob
tains in the Province of Quebec. The ·plan was formulated by the Moderation
League, and it was adopted both by the City of Winnipeg, and by the country dis
tricts. The Manitoba Free Press, which has been regarded as a dry paper, says:
"The significance of this verdict ought not to be misunderstood. For convenience sake
the public has insisted upon using the terms 'wet' and 'dry,' but the question before the people
yesterday was not a definite issue between liquor and temperance. On any such clearcut issue
there would be no question, we think, as to what the decision would be. Those who favor the
abolition of restriction on drinking no doubt voted affirmatively; but the votes which gave the
Moderation League proposal its majority were cast by men and women who would resent the
suggestion that they are friendly to liquor and willing to encourage its use. Many of them are
electors who voted the other way in previous referendums. · They came by personal experience
or by observation or as the result of arguments presented to them, to regard the existing law
as having failed to bring about the promised reforms and to believe that government sale of
liquor, under the provisions of the Moderation League's measure, offered better guarantees for
the control of drinking and better prospects for furthering sobriety among the people. The
future may show that in this they were wholly msitaken; but on the basis of their vote yester
day their sincerity is not open to challenge. Lacking confidence in the existing law they turned
to an alternative in the hope of getting something better. The future can alone show if they
had sound grounds for their hope."

The New York Times' correspondent points out that in the Ontario .election
the people have swept from power the Fann-Labor Government which stood for no
tinkering with the present rigid dry law and returned the Conservatives, who
promised a referendum as. to whether prohibition shall be continued. The Manitoba
law instructs the Provincial Government to appoint a commission of three members
to put into operation a system for the sale through Government stores of all recog
nized liquors. All residents of the Province of 21 years of age and over and all visi
tors must pay one dollar for a permit which must be produced at every purchase
from breweries or Government stores. Violators of the law or habitual drunkards
fo_rfeit thefr permits. Under the law, the breweries have the right to deliver beer
direct to the permit-holder's home .and, in fact, all liquor purchases, save in extraor
dinary cases, would have to be delivered and not taken from the store or brewery by
the purchaser. Early this month another election will be held in the Province to
decide whether hotels and all places serving food may be license4 to sell beer and
wine with meals. Tl;ie chief difference between the Manitoba and Quebec laws is
that the former requires a permit before sale, and home delivery rather , than re
moval -l?y the purchaser from the store. The conclusion of the Times correspondent is
that 'prohibition is losing ground in Canada. He says:

"40 per cent. of the people of the Dominion of Canada have decided against prohibition
by law and that another third of the population, Ontario, are so dissatisfied with conditions under
prohibition that they have indicated their desire for another vote upon the question.''

The result is hailed· not as a defeat for temperance, but rather that the views
of the Moderationists have prevailed.
Apropos of the Manitoba election, the Chicago Journal says:
"The significance of such a vote . is profound. An English-speaking agricultural com
munity, differing in no essential particular from Iowa and Nebraska, has tried prohibition for
ten years and found it wanting.
"Save for a comparatively small group the American people are dissatisfied with the ·
Volstead act. They stick to it chiefly because they have not yet found a trustworthy alternative.
They are determined to prevent, at any rate, a return of the old-time tough saloon. Right or
wrong, they prefer the bootlegger to the vicious saloonkeeper and they are using Volsteadism as
a sort of quarantine while looking around for a solution of the real problem, a practical method
of distributing wet goods."

The St. Paul Despatch says:
"The great importance of the Manitoba vote lies in the fact that it is a constructive action.
"The conditions which obtain in Manitoba and which have now compelled the citizens of
that province to renounce prohibition are very similar to those which at the present time are con
vincing the best judgment of Minnesota that some kind of reform is absolutely essential in the
situation here. The good citizens of this state, who, striking out blindly against the saloon, be
came the tools of a fanaticism which believes there is something inherently evil in any drink
containing more than one-half of one per cent of alcohol, are seeing the error. It was not the
proper use of liquor, but the evils of the saloon, that brought prohibition. America needed a
surgical operation; it got a blow with an ax.
"Manitoba suffered in very much the same way. It has now turned to a sane plan."

Chief Justice Taft on Contempt of the Law.
At the recent dinner of the Yale Alumni, Chief Justice Taft unburdened him
self on the prohibition question. He declared that he had been opposed to national
prohibition on four grounds"first, that it is 'keenly sumptuary'; second, that it is hard to enforce; third, that it takes no re
gard of international considerations, and fourth, that it puts in jeopardy all national, State and
local issues because it has created a party strong enough to wreck any. legislation it opposes,
whether it be in the prohibition field or outside."

Now that it is the law of the land, however, he contended that we must live up
to it. Here are some very significant editorial comments:
Baltimore Sun:
"In one breath Mr. Taft pronounces himself an opponent of prohibition and shows that
it has had results which he himself predicted with uncanny foresight.
"In the next breath he proposes that honest Americans should lay aside the chjef weapons
which honest men use in fighting this absurd law.
"His doctrine is thus that once an absurd law in on the books it is wrong to do. anything
about it.
"We cannot forbear to wonder what John Marshall and Roger Brooke Taney would
think of this doctrine of submission to a tyrannical minority."

New York Journal of Commerce:
"The charges against the Anti-Saloon League could not have been idly made by the chief
justice. That this organization has become a menace to the functioning of government has been
frequently claimed by one group or another in public life. When the chief justice takes up the
charge it is high time that the methods of the.organization be exposed and its activities brought
to general public attention."
·

The Providence, R. I., Tribune:
"While we agree with Chief Justice Taft that it is our duty to support the Constitution
of the United States, nevertheless the reasons that he gave for opposing the enactment of the

prohibition law hold true to-day. While he may have changed his views, the situation which he
foresaw has not changed.
"We know that the Federal Prohibition Department is merely going through the motions.
"Its details have caused an international situation that is delicate and touchy, and which,
because of its futility, is absurd. And it has caused the injection into American politics of a
minority force bludgeoning, threatening and attempting to dominate political parties with a dry
issue to the neglect of other and probably more important issues."

New Haven, Conn., Courant:
"The eighteenth amendment does not forbid the use of 'alcoholic' stimulants, but only of
'intoxicating' beverages. The Volstead act declares empirically that anything containing over
one-half of one per cent. of alcohol is, as a beverage, per se intoxicating-a ridiculous dictum
and quite contrary to general experience. It is for this reason that the demand for so-called light
wines and beers has become such a potent one. It is for this reason that most of the home brew
stuff exceeds the Volstead limit in its alcoholic content. Under these circumstances it is a serious
question whether the Volstead act should not be amended to carry out better the real spirit of
the eighteenth amendment, or whether it should not be amended to put definitely the ban on all
home brewing of every kind and description.
"If it is our intention to establish a bone dry nation, then by all means home brew should
be definitely placed under the ban, but not, in our judgment, until the people have had a better
opportunity to pass upon this proposal than they did upon the Volstead act."

According to the New York Times of July 6th, Chief Justice Taft has written
the introduction to a book by Lord Shaw of Dunfermline, entitled " The Law of
the Kinsmen."
"In a dozen pages, according to The London Times, Chief Justice Taft_ gives three reasons
why he is opposed to the present prohibition measures: He fears the demoralization of law, the .
disturbance of the balance between the national and the State powers of the American system,
and electoral confusion. The Taft introduction says:
" 'In the colder and calmer state of the public mind, the reform is found to be at variance
with the habits of many of our people, especially in the large cities, and in the outset the law
has become must difficult to enforce. . . .
" 'The most distressing symptom, however, is the attitude of some well-to-do and intel
ligent people who protest against the justice and wisdom of the law, and who treat with levity
· its violations when such violations serve to furnish them the wines and liquors they wish to have
for their own enjoyment.
"'The difference between the fundamental law and the Government enforcing it, on the
one hand, and a group of such well-to-do men and women, usually an element of strength in
enforcing law, on the other, is demoralizing. It enlarges the criminal classes by recruits led to
join their ranks by the lax, apologetic an:l conniving attitude of respectable people toward this
unlawful, but lucrative trade.' "

Joseph W. Bailey on Prohibition and State's Rights.
At the annual meeting of the Mississippi Bar Association, former Senator
Joseph W. Bailey of Texas gave a powerful exposition of State's rights and its his
tory. After showing how Congress has abused the taxing, commerce and appro
priation powers with the results of robbing the States of rightful powers and en
feebling the Federal Government in an overload of functions and duties, he said:
"The philosophy of State rights is so simple that any man can understand it, and so sound
that no man can successfully combat it. Stated in the abstract, it is that the closer you can bring
a government to the people who are to be governed, the better it will be; and, stated in the con
crete, it is that the people of every State can govern themselves more wisely than the people of
other States can govern them."

His exposition of the prohibition situation is so thoroughly statesmanlike that
we give it in full:
"In answer to those who speak as I am speaking, the apologists for both Congress and
the courts say that in adopting the prohibition amendment to the Constitution of the United
States the people themselves have sanctioned a most extraordinary extension of federal power.
That the prohibition amendment transferred an important power from the State to Federal 'Gov
ernment is admitted, but I deny that the people of this country favored that amendment. It was

••

submitted by their Representatives in Congress and ratified by their Representatives in the Legis
lature, without consulting them. If that amendment had been voted on by the people it would
have been overwhelmingly rejected; and my warrant for saying this is found in the fact that it
was ratified by the Legislatures of many States whose people had rejected prohibition as a State
policy, and who, a fortiori, would have rejected it as an amendment to the Federal Constitution.
I am well within the truth wlten I say that national prohibition was forced upon us by profes
sional reformers and truckling politicians.
"But let us concede that -national prohibition was adopted in obedience to the will of the
people. That concession does not excuse the usurpations of Congress, or the action of the courts
in sustaining those usurpations; but it raises the question of whether the people themselves can
safely transfer a police power from the States to the general Government. That is not a new
question. One of the arguments upon which several State conventions were urged to reject our
Federal Constitution was that a Republic, according to all the lessons of history, cannot suc
cessfully govern an extensive territory. The answer, and the only answer, made to that argument
was that this Republic was to be very different from those which had gone before it, in that all
local aff<l;irs would be administered by local authority. The men who argued that a Republic
cannot successfully govern an extensive territory were right, if it be assumed that our country
is to be governed in all things from the center; but they were wrong if the States are to be left
in full control of their local affairs; and national prohibition has completely verified both theories.

Million Violations.
"Every well-informed man knows that up to this time the Federal Government has not
been able to enforce national prohibition with more than a partial success; and even that partial
success has been achieved by the use of means which will destroy some of those safeguards which
we have always deemed essential to the security of free men. The Volstead law is violated a
million times every week, and it would be violated a million times every day except for the op
pressive methods of enforcing it. I am not complaining here at the failure to enforce national
prohibition, though I believe that every law should be enforced so long as it is the law, whether
it be wise or otherwise; nor am I complaining at the means which are being used to enforce na
tional prohibition, because I know that any attempt to enforce it by means less drastic would
fail; but I am striving to impress upon your minds the simple truth that the nature of our Fed
eral Government is such that it cannot enforce any police regulation without resorting to means
which are destructive of that civil liberty which we have been taught to cherish as the birthright
of every American citizen.
"The friends of national prohibition cannot object to the conclusion which I have just stated,
unless they are willing to say that the Federal Government has done more than was necessary
to enforce their law; and they cannot say that without stultifying themselves, for they have
earnestly supported the most extreme measures. We must, therefore, believe that in order to
enforce the Volstead act it has been necessary to search private houses, and to seize private pa
pers, without a warrant; to arrest innocent men, and to murder law-abiding citizens, on the bare
suspicion that they were illegally in the p:::,ssession of liquor; for that has been done, notwith
standing the explicit and constitutional guarantees that 'the right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses and papers, shall not be violated.'
Worst Is Yet to Come.
"Nor have we seen the last of this, or, perhaps, the worst of this; for even now these
overzealous prohibitionists are entreating the President of the United States to use our navy
against rum-selling vessels on the high seas, and if he should consent to do that, they will next
entreat him' to use our army against bootleggers on the dry land. Oh, what a spectacle, my
countrymen, we shall then present to the world! The greatest of all nations compelled to ex
ecute a police regulation with its army and its navy.
"I abhor drunkenness as much as any reasonable person can abhor it, and I would rejoice
to see my countrymen eschew it; but, to my way of thinking, it is infinitely better that a few
weak men should debase themselves by an over-use of liquor, than it is that all men should be
subjected to the arbitrary power of irresponsible Federal agents. Individual crimes have never
subverted a free government, and individual crimes never will subvert a free government; but
a free government which permits its officers to enforce its law in utter defiance of its Constitution
invites its own destruction. I will agree that intemperance is just as bad as you may be pleased
to say it is; but at its worst, it cannot be so bad as the subversion of this government would be.
Intemperance afflicts only its victims, and those dependent upon them; but misgovernment afflicts
the well-behaved no less than it does the misbehaved. We can live and be a happy people without
prohibiting the· sale of liquor, for we did so live through many years; but we cannot live and be
a free people without preserving the great principles upon which this Republic was founded.
"If the liquor traffic had been a growing evil I could understand how men might distrust
the ability of the State to deal with it effectively, and seek soµie other way of dealing with it;

but the liquor traffic was not a growing evil. Forty years ago almost every good corner building
in every village, town and city of this land housed a saloon, and almost every saloon housed a
gambling table; but gradually the gambling tables disappeared from the saloons, and the . saloons
themselves were rapidly disappearing from the villages and towns long before national prohibi
tion came. Each decade had witnessed an improvement, and the decade immediately antedat
ing national prohibition witnessed an improvement greater than that of any preceding decade.
Local Prohibition Success.
"I do not attribute the whole of that improv~ment to any one agency; some of it was due
to a wholesome public sentiment which condemned drinking; some of it was due to a conviction
that alcohol is injurious to the human system; and some of it was due to considerations which
prudent business men could not neglect; but all of it was accomplished while the States had
exclusive jurisdiction over the liquor traffic, and without any resort to oppressive or unconstitu
tional methods.
"Looking back over the century during which each State enjoyed the right to prohibit or
to regulate the liquor traffic as it thought best and taking into account the very satisfactory re
sults, I cannot understand how any man can dispute the wisdom of that arrangement or think
it desirable to transfer the control of that question to the Federal Government. But there are
many phases of this prohibition question which I have never been able to understand and, espe
cially, I have never been able to understand the mental attitude which it superinduces. In say
ing this, I do not mean that prohibition has generated a multitude of fanatics, though that is
true; I do -not mean that prohibition has elected many small men to great offices, though that is
true; I do not mean that prohibition has confused, in many minds, the function of the church
and State, though that is true; but what I do mean is this; that prohibition is the only question
which has ever moved a people as intelligent as ours to view a decreasing evil with an increasing alarm.
.
_
"There was never a time in our history when these States should have been asked to
abdicate their control over the liquor traffic. That was always a State and never a Federal ques
tion. If New York chooses to permit the sale of liquor within her borders, that could not
debauch the morals or disturb the peace of Mississippi, and if Mississippi chooses to prohibit the
sale of liquor within her borders, that could not abridge the privileges or impair the rights of
any man in New York. Why then should Mississippi be allowed to say what shall be done in
New York or New York be allowed to say what shall be done about the sale of liquor in Mis
.sissippi? When I was a citizen ·of this State, more than thirty years ago, there was not a Demo. crat among you who favored national prohibition and yet the liquor traffic was a much greater
evil then than it was when the Legislature of this State ratified the eighteenth amendment. Why
this change? The answer is easy.

Politics Badly Dominated.
"Our politics have fallen under the domination of men who decide every question upon
its moral or religious and not upon its political aspect. Many of these men are honest, and some
of them are wise, but the trouble with -them is .that the honest ones are not wise and the wise
ones are not honest. The best of them are more interested in making us pious than they are in
keeping us free. It would please me to see every man a Christian, but not a law-made Christian.
We must leave the work of evangelizing the world to our churches and not to Congress or to
Legislatures. .I respect a good man, but as for myself I would rather be a free man than to be
a good man. I know that it does not accord with the 'progressive' spirit of this age to say
these things, but that is all. the reason more they should be said, because if some do not say them,
and a majority do not heed them, this Government will soon cease to be a Republic in every
thing except the name. It will become first a paternalism, and, passing through that, it will be
come a socialism."

The Ships Muddle.
Secretary Mellon has helped the Government out of a hole by his ruling that
wine rations for the crews of foreign ships entering American ports may be classed
as medicinal. While this decision enables foreign ships to comply with their own
laws, it is clearly a makeshift. When the Volstead Act was passed no one foresaw the
complication into which it would get us with foreign shipping. Secretary Hughes
tried to get us out of the unhappy mess by suggesting a Treaty which would extend
the search and seizure limit to 12 miles, in exchange for permits allowing foreign ships
to bring liquor under seal into our territorial waters. The London Morning Post
makes this caustic comment upon the proposal:

oi

"American teetotalism must be so unspotted to the world that even the presence of liquor
under seal in American harbors becomes intolerable. But outraged virtue has its price. The
moralist is willing to do a deal. They will consent to the presence of the shameful thing if we,
on our side, will agree to extend the three-mile limit to a twelve-mile limit."

It is evident that the whole matter will have to be put up to Congress. Appar
ently Secretary Hughes has overlooked the fact that the Volstead Act could be amended
by a bare majority of Congress, whereas a new Treaty requires a two-thirds vote of
the Senate.
Some of the press comment is illuminating. The Louisville Times says: "Amer
ica. went dry for itself. It did not undertake to force prohibition on the whole world."
The Providence Tribune says: "Why make ourselves ridiculous in the eyes of the
world." The Sioux City, Iowa, Tribune considers Secretary Mellon's ruling as an
evasion which is tainted with dishonesty, and says that the law must be amended.
A number of the papers com·ment causticly upon the curious anomaly of the Con
gressional exclusion of the Panama Canal from the operation of the 18th Amendment
and the Volstead Act.
The Rochester, N. Y., Post-Express declares that:
"O~r whole position in this matter is untenable, irrational, childish. We are clearly in the
wrong; and for our government to alienate and antagonize on so silly an issue, our best friend
among the peoples, and the greatest empire of earth, would be madness and a national criine."

The New York World accuses the ·President of muddling up international law.
The editor says:
"If he has ever l~oked at a map of the world he will see at a glance what the extension of
the territorial limit to twelve miles would mean. Take one instance, the Straits of Dover. There
are few more important sea highways in the world, and this one at its narrowest point is not wider
than twenty-two miles. Let France extend her territorial waters twelve miles and Great Britain
hers twelve miles, and they will not only overlap but the waters will cease to be the high seas.
American shipping bound for Central Europe or the Baltic ports woulo be at the mercy of any
regulation that a French or Briti_sh Volstead chose to enact."

The New York Times calls attention to a letter written by Mr. Seward, then Sec
retary of State, to the Spanish Minister about 60 years ago, in which he said:
"The undersigned is obliged to state that the Government of the United States is not pre
pared to admit that the jurisdiction of Spain in the waters which surround the Island of Cuba law
fully and rightly extends beyond the customary limit of three miles."

The proposal to extend the limit to 12 miles has been so coldly received by the coun
tries to which it was addressed that it will probably have to be dropped. Meanwhile,
Eastbound passengers on Atlantic liners are bringing their own "medicinal supplies"
with them, and it is evident that somehow or other we shall muddle along with as
little friction as possible until Congress i;neets next December.
Here are a few more pregnant press comments :
The Baltimore Sun:
"M. Parmentier, a French envoy to the United States, told the French people on his return
" 'I never before drank as much champagne as in the homes of the officials
of the dry Government in America.'
"Mlle. Mona Gondre, a French actress whose standing is attested by the fact that she is
a member of the Odeon Theatre Company, a subsidized company second in importance only to
the Theatre Fran<;ais, recently toured this country. On the eve of her departure she declared that
she had had the best cocktails she ever drank in what is presumed to be the dryest State in the
Union-Kansas. And she added:
" 'Really, I like Kansas ; the liquor there is good-very good.'
"With the testimony of two such national ·figures before them, the French people are about
to be told that passengers on French ships are not to be allowed to drink wine on the homeward
voyage."
·

home:

Salt Lake City, Utah, Telegram:
_ "Eventually this country must back down from this position, making modifications which
will be embarrassing, although just.

,
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"The whole thing is ridiculous because our own country is so far from the ideals of pro
hibition. We are manufacturing and marketing so much low-grade liquor at home that it is pre
posterous to assume that our dry state is menaced by sealed liquors entering territorial waters."

Syracuse, N. Y., Herald:
"The Sixty-seventh Congress went on record as rejecting the theory that wine and beer are
legitimate therapeutic agencies. The Volstead law, as it stands, admits spirits but does not admit
either beer or wine, as coming within the constitutional exemption for medicinal purposes.
"How, then, can our government recognize the dietary laws of France and Italy in the
matter of wine distribution to passengers and crews?"
'

Washington, D. C., Herald:
"What they do or drink at sea does not interfere with our prohibition any more than
Turkish polygamy interferes with our virtue. The President should find a way out of this foolish
situation."

The Annalist:
"Home politics have forced a purely home issue into the international field, with no sign
of the possibility of a sensible retreat on the part of the American Government until the require
ments of party politics have been met. The results in our international relations may not be
serious; but the friction with other governments already developed is sufficient to suggest that on
other issues our international relations may be hampered by the irritations of prohibition enforce
ment."

Governor Smith Again.
Governor Smith's message in signing the repeal of the Mullan-Gage Prohibition
Enforcement Act has aroused a discussion which is still going on all over the country.
When the papers in the Middlewest and South had examined the full text of the mes
sage, the tone of the editorials changed, and the discussion began to take a high plane.
The Indianapolis News says that "there ought, of course, to be no question of the
right of the State to do what it has done. . . . The talk about nullification and cessa1
tion is nonsense."
I
The Wilmington, Delaware, Every Evening says:
"He has met the issue courageously and sensibly, and his course should have much to
do in the future with unshackling our States from fanaticism and hypocrisy, not to mention ig
norance of law and government."

The Omaha World Herald believes that
"With the signing of the 'repealer' bill by Governor Smith of New York, coupled with his
declarations for an amendment of the Volstead act and for the application of the principle of 'states.
rights' to the prohibition problem, the liquor issue promises to play a larger part in the next demo
cratic national convention, and during the pre-convention period, than ever before in the history of
the party. It threatens to transcend, in popular interest and in its bearing on the future of the
party, even such questions as foreign policy, taxation, and the railroad tangle."

The Wheeling, West Virginia, Register says:
"The outcome of Prohibition is a great problem. Most anyone will admit that it is not
working as was expected. . . . There is no escape from Prohibition as a national issue."

The Freeman comments as follows:
"The repeal of this futile measure is of value in that it serves notice on the Federal Gov
ernment that it cannot dump an unenforceable law upon the State and expect special State legis
lation to back it up."

The Louisville Times states that
"There is no question of States rights involved. The Constitution is enforceable. If the·
State will not enforce it, the Government will do so. But Washington cannot go to a State capital
and tell the Legislature to pass a bill or tell a Governor that he must veto a measure."

The San Antonio, Texas, Light says:
"If the problem is one for local officers, because it is physically as well as morally impos-
sible for the federal government to administer local affairs throughout the nation, then the entire,
liquor question must eventually revert to its pre-prohibition legal status. In short, the issue is one ·
that can be settled only through the process of local option."

The Memphis, Tenn., News Scimitar declares that it is useless to delude ourselves.

I

into the belief that the prohibition laws are being observed, and says: "It is time to
bring the issue before the people and give them an opportunity to say what they want."
The Birmingham, Alabama, News, in commenting on the attacks upon the Gov
ernor notes that
"Back of Governor Smith is the State Legislature, and back of the Legislature is a vast
population of liquor drinkers, to say nothing of the sober elements who drink nothing at all, but
who have been reading a great deal about the ease with which bootleggers violate the nation's laws."

The New Haven, Conn., Courier says:
"The obstacles which prohibition has been forced to meet have in a large measure proceeded
from the failure to provide a referendum upon so stupendous a social experiment."
,

The Hartford, Conn., Courant speaks of the prohibition attacks upon the Gov
ernor as "intemperate criticism."
The St. Louis Post Despatch says that "it furnishes an example and inspiration to
the people of all the other states."
The editor of the New Orleans Item declares that "a State has the right to de
cline to enact enforcement legislation as clearly as it has the right to enact enforcement
legislation."
The Providence (R. I.) Journal says that one of the results of Governor Smith's
action has been to inject the whole liquor question more thoroughly into American poli
tics, and that no public issue is more talked of to-day.
Here are some more comments :
Worcester, Mass., Telegram:
"The state of New York may have brought nearer a saner, calmer, more rational program
for the treatment of the drink problem."

Wheeling, West Va., Register:
"It is not more binding upon any state to enact a concurrent prohibition enforcement act
than it is for states to pass laws similar and concurring with the federal white slave, inter-state
commerce or narcotic sales acts."

Springfield, Mass., Union:
"It was not a follower of Governor Smith but Theodore Douglas Robinson, a Republican,
who said at the hearing, 'I voted as an American for the repeal of the Mullan-Gage law because I
believe it has done more than any other law to break down law and order.'"

New Haven, Conn., Register:
"It is now certain that the liquor question will loom as one of the main issues during the
coming session of Congress, and probably it will figure largely in the next national campaign.''

David Lawrence, the well known Washington correspondent, says:
"Governor Smith has given the National Democracy a rousing double slogan, 'Personal
Liberty and State Rights,' as against the Harding stand for Bone-Dry enforcement and Centrali
zation of Government.''

The New Haven, Conn.~ Union:
.
"It is the old question of State rights all over again, the seemingly irrepressible conflict
between centralized authority and local self government. The question has so many complex
phases, all existing parties are so divided upon it, that if it does become one of the big bones of
contention in our national politics next year it is very likely to cause an entirely new alignment
in American politics. We doubt if it is an issue that can be dodged."

The Cleveland, Ohio, Plain Dealer:
"We do not look on this repeal as an act of nullification. We do not believe the eighteenth
amendment lays on any State a legal obligation to enact enforcement legislation."

The Salt Lake City Tribune:
"There is no legal justification for the supposition that New York is bound to help the
Federal Government enforce a federal law."

The Atlanta Constitution:
"There is in it much to cause the Southern States, at least, to pause and reflect, for if they
are to sanction the doctrine that all the States must by separate action supplement by State mea-

sures· all acts of Congress, they will ·open a Pandora's box, out of which may emerge a plague that
will bring everlasting regret tha,t they wandered so far from the Jeffersonian theory of govern
ment."

Des Moines, Iowa, Capitol:
"The wet and dry issues probably will be in the fight for the Democratic nomination for
President."

Baltimore Sun:
"If there had been any other issue but prohibition at stake, the perfectly normal and
straightforward action which Governor Smith has taken in New York would never have aroused
, a word of adverse comment."

Louisville Courier Journal:
/

"There has been, and is, much confusion regarding this Mullan-Gage repeal act, and no
pne has betrayed more confusion than President Harding himself."

The Chicago Tribune:
"The question of State's rights has moved north of' the Ohio River on an issue in which
the South is satisfied, but which it may have to accept if it desires to retain its freedom of action
in handling its Negro questions. It will be in politics for many years."

The Cincinnati Times Star:
"It is an axiom of government that the farther an enforcing center is from a place, the less
chance there is of law enforcement. That is the true reason ·for the efficiency of local self
government, which is the keystone of the arch of Anglo-Saxon institutions. It makes laws more
responsive to popular demand.
"The State of New York had the right to refuse fo retain among its statutes a law that was
but ancillary to a Congressional law. It has a residue of sovereignty which it has not delegated
to the Federal Government. It was acting entirely within its powers."

St. Louis, Mo., Globe-Democrat:
"The significance of the action of Governor Smith, and the Legislature of New York,
lies largely' in the fact that it is a formal protest, uttered deliberately by the first State of the
Union, in obvious conformity with the wishes of a majority of its people, against the stringencies
of the provisions of the Volstead act.
·
"One thing seems certain: He has made the Volstead act an important issue, if not the
chief issue, of the coming campaign."

The Newark Call:
"The nation-wide effect of Governor Smith's action will be to keep prohibition to the
front as a national issue upon which it is not impossible the presidential election of 1924 may
turn."
·

The Tampa, Florida, Times says that Governor Smith's suggestion that ·Congress
should adopt a proper and reasonable amendment to the Volstead Act, defining what
an intoxicating beverage really is, and then passing a law prescribing the maximum
limit within which each State could legislate for itself, would "seem to be a reasonable
and proper adjustment of the situation."
The St. Paul Despatch:
"New York hoists the flag of temperance liberalism as against prohibition intolerance."

Richmond, Va., Despatch:
"Knowing his legal rights and knowing the wishes of his own people, he had to deal with
a threat by President Harding of Federal domination, should he sign the bill. State sovereignty,
because of that threat, was at stake. If he had backed down before the presidential big stick,
he would have been recreant to the most vital principle of his party."

Baltimore Sun:
"Two years ago the prohibitionists asserted that the liquor question no longer existed as an
issue. They imagined they had the country tied hand and foot, and there were few public men
who dared to dispute their authority. Congress bowed the knee to them as to a new divinity, and
even the Supreme Court seemed affected by the universal servility. To-day the country is no
longer under the terrorism of the earlier days of prohibition. It is beginning to realize that the
States still have rights which the Federal Government is bound to respect."

Richmond, Va., Despatch,:

.

,

.
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"Governor Al Smith has signed the prohibition repeal bill.
"When that news was flashed to the four corners of the country it carried tjdings both of
.
triumph and defeat. It meant that prohibition as a national policy had been dealt its severest blow.
But it meant also that State sovereignty had won a notable victory."

Terre Haute, Ind., Tribune:
"The action of Governor Smith is but the first of a series of events which will culminate in
the modification of the Volstead law."

Cincinnati, Ohio, Enquirer:
"There should be a more reasonable definition of what is an intoxicant and then leave it
. .to the states by referendum to set their own limit on alcoholic content. In other words, the en
forcement measure for the Eighteenth. Amendment must be taken out of the realm of bigotry and
fanaticism and brought into that of common sense."

Milwaukee, Wis., Sentinel:
"The observant citizen is daily becoming convinc~d that there is increasing sentiment in
the country for a modification of the Volstead act. There is good reason for such sentiment. The
law is not a good law and it should·be made to conform with the constitution and capable of honest
enforcement."

New York Evening World:
"The struggle has only begun. But it has begun in a way that makes certain the fight will
go steadily forward until it has accomplished at least one thing:
"It is going to get out of Prohibitionist heads the delusion that the Volstead act's lying defi
nition of intoxicating liquor is part of the Constitution of the United States."

New York World:
"The repeal of the Mullan-Gage law, Mr. Wheeler complains, withdraws 80 per cent. of the
agencies to make Prohibition effective; but Mr. Wheeler does not explain why that burden should
be saddled upon New York."

Henry Ford Declares War.
In a public statement Mr. Ford declares that
"Unless we turn our enforcement of the law over to the army and navy and get it done
right, America is likely to become disgusted with the lack of law enforcement. . . . We must equ
cate the people, and after a time, just as in any other social problem, when the truth is known
the liquor law will be enforced. You have to get public opinion back of a law to give it validity,
and the way to get public opinion back of the Volstead act is to· educate the people."

Apparently, Mr. Ford thinks that the best way to educate the people is to call out
the troops.

Miscellany.
In California, the Senate Investigating Committee on the expenditures at the gen
eral election held November 7, 1922, has issued a report showing that the State Anti
Saloon League spent a total of $243,667.57 to carry the Wright Act, in addition to which
the National Anti-Saloon League loaned the services of Colonel Dan Morgan Smith
and Captain Hobson who are spoken of as "its two most gifted money-getters." The
Yolo Independent-Leader of Sacramento says:
"It will be remembered that the Anti-Saloon League, following the election of last Novem
ber, swore that it had spent to carry the Wright Act $79,497.22, while opponents of the Wright
Act swore they had spent $22,173.24."

The moonshiners of Moorefield, West. Virginia, are reported to have exceeded the
limits of toleration. They have been patronized by many of the citizens, but indigna
tion is arousea by their raiding the town for their equipment. According to a special
despatch to the World:
"A new 150-foot string to keep the Court House lawn bright and fresh is gone. Several
smaller pieces from private homes are missing. Sheriff Allen has no doubt it is all at work carry
.ing cool waters from stream to still."

The Hearst International Magazine for June has an article by Anna Louise Strong

on Russia's War on Booze, in which it is shown that one-fourth of the court cases in
Moscow are against bootleggers. It will be recalled that Vodka was abolished as a war
measure. After the war the scarcity of grain acted as an automatic prohibition. With
last Fall's "reasonable harvest" there was an increase of grain in the villages, and of
money in the cities, which let loose an epidemic of bootlegging and moonshining.
Secretary Weeks of the War Department is opposed to the use of the Army in the
enforcement of prohibition laws. Speaking to the graduates of the Army War College
he said:
"I am opposed to the use of the army for enforcement of civil laws unless all civil police
power shall have been exhausted and there results that state of 'insurrection and rebellion' which
Federal law provides shall alone justify the use of troops in affording the protection guaranteed
to State governments by the Constitution."

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York has gone on record as
recommending to Congress the revision of the Volstead Act.
The Baltimore City Council, by unanimous resolution, calls upon Congress to
modify the Volstead law and le~alize b eer and light wines.
The Constitutional Liberty League of Massachusetts has made public a letter
to President Harding asking that the conference of Governors, when it meets, shall
formulate and put before the country a new policy on prohibition, removing un
reasonable and oppressive laws, and thereby promoting temperance. It urges that
a referendum of the people should be taken inasmuch as "the people have not passed
on this question yet."
In Wisconsin and in Illinois the Lower Houses of the Legislature passed mea
sures to abolish the State prohibition enforcement laws. Both measures were killed
in the Senate. It is of interest to note that the Lower House represents the popular
vote, whereas both Senates are controlled by the rural districts.
The Chief General Agent of the Illinois Prohibition Department declares that
90% of all the liquor being sold in Chicago is home-made.
The Sheriff of Douglas County, Wisconsin, declares that the bootleg ring is so
large that "a whole regiment of officers could not round up the moonshiners in the
county."
In Pennsylvania, the Women's Christian Temperance Union is trying to raise
by public subscription $250,000 which Governor Pinchot needs for the enforcement
of his State prohibition law. It will be recalled that the Legislature which passed
the law refused him the appropriation. The Attorney-General of the State has given
an opinion that the Governor has a legal right to accept such a fund. Presumably,
however, the men who are given employment out of this fund will not have the
status of State officers, but will 9e, in fact, a body of strong-arm detectives personally
employed by and responsible to the Gov,e rnor, who will be in effect their chief.
Prohibition Commissioner Haynes has written a book dealing with the enforce
ment of prohibition. The serial rights of publication were offered to several news
papers for $1,500 each. Some of them replied that if Mr. Haynes had information
of a confidential character which would help the prohibition cause, it belonged to
the public and should be made available to every publication in the country free
of charge.
The New York World says:
"The issue raised is whether, if the Haynes publication is indorsed, other high Govern
ment officials may not refuse the public official information from their departments on the ground

they are negotiating with their literary agents who propose to sell the information gathered in the
course of public service."

~

The Colorado State Federation of Labor has passed a resolution favoring modi
fication of the Volstead Act and the return of light wines and beer.
Just before starting on his Western trip, President Harding announced the
postponement until his return from Alaska, of the proposed conference with Gov
ernors of the several States on the subject of prohibition enforcement. It was ex
explained
"that the failure of the Justice Department to rule on the question of the right of the Government
to use the armed forces of the nation in enforcing the dry law was one of the embarrassments in
the way of the President calling the meeting of Governors before next fall."

According to an announcement by Division Chief Hazeltine, the campus ac
tivities at Princeton University commencement wtre curtailed by dry agents, who,
in the guise of "old grads" mingled with the students and ordered the destruction
of a large quantity of liquid refreshments.
The Chief of Police of Secaucus, N. J., was given a cordial welcome by his
friends upon his release from the Hudson County jail after serving ten days for
violation of the Volstead law. He is still head of the police force, and there is no
intimation that he ~ntends to resign.
The New York Times asked vVilliam Jennings Bryan a number of questions as to
the political implications of Governor Smith's message. Mr. Bryan derides the State
right plea, declares that there is no chance for the "wets" to capture the Democratic
Party, and attempts to throw ridicule upon the Governor. His effusion has fallen
pretty flat. Perhaps the best comment is that which is made editorially by the New
York Times, which remarks:
"Of Mr. Bryan's attack upon Governor Smith it might almost be said, as it was of a public
man in England who wrote a bitter article against an opponent: 'He set out to do murder, but
succeeded only in committing suicide.' The personal animosity shown by the gentleman late of
Nebraska merely served to bring out in stronger relief the lack of fibre in his reasoning and his
ignorance of New York political history."

The Lorain, Ohio, Herald is responsible for this significant item:
"A Washington dispatch tells us that the recent trip of a large number of congressmen on
the navy transport Henderson to Panama and the West Indies was, in all seriousness, 'a rum
junket.' The Henderson had diplomatic immunity from search and seizure and those on board,
upon returning, were free to send ashore trunks, grips, bags, etc. As a result it is said that not
more than five of the seventy men in the party failed to take advantage of the opportunity to bring
into the country a few bottles of choice liquor. One member of congress was said to have brought
in a trunkful, and another to have returned with three more trunks than he started with.
"It would be interesting to know how many who talk and vote 'dry' were included among
those who slipped in a few bottles."

The Michigan State Supi:eme Court ·has set aside the conviction of George Hertz of
Ottawa County, who was found guilty of having a quantity of home-brewed beer in
his basement. The Supreme Court ruling read:
"It was not alleged that his home was used as a place of public resort, or for the illegal
manufacture or sale of liquor. No warrant may be issued to search a purely private dwelling
unless it is a place of public resort, is used for unlawful liquor manufacture, or used for unlawful
sale of liquor.
"These provisions are designed to preserve the sanctity of the home and should not be
frittered away by a loose construction of the statutes."

Following this decision, the Assistant Prosecutor at Detroit obtained the dismissal

· of a Mrs. Tisco upon whose premises were found 40 gallons of wme; 2 gallons of
whiskey, and 40 pints of beer.
The Supreme Court of Wisconsin h-olds th.a t prohibition enforcement officers "may
not lawfully search the person of anyone suspected of violating the liquor laws without
first obtaining a search warrant.
The following despatch from Siberia to the New York papers is interesting:
WARSAW, June 16.-Even Siberia has its bootleggers and illicit stills. According to a
report from Russian sources, out of 1,120,000,000 pounds of corn harvested in the Government of
Omsk last year 180,000,000 pounds were used for illegal distilling.
Within a month more than a thousand persons were arrested for illicit traffic in liquor and
900 stills were confiscated.

Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler has been delivering a series of lectures in Great Britain
on the building of the American Nation. In his 7th lecture at St. Andrew's University,
he emphasizes the perils in the Eighteenth Amendment. In part he said:
"In the prohibition amendment, there was for the first time introduced into the fundamental
law an act of legislation in the form of a drastic and uniform exercise of the police power. The
novelty and danger of this use of the amending power, as well as the likelihood that it may defeat
its own ends, are fairly obvious. _ ~y putting this legislative act in the Constitution itself, how
ever, where to all intents and purposes it is beyond the reach of amendment or repeal (since
one-fourth of the States plus one, no matter what their population, can prevent such amendment
or repeal), a situation was created whereby large numbers of persons, feeling certain that this
new provision of law can neither be amended nor repealed, and dissenting entirely from the grounds
upon which it was urged, more or less widely and more or less openly violate its provisions. The
same thing would happen in the case of any sumptuary law attempted to be imposed upon a large,
widely scattered and heterogeneous population of different habits, tastes and traditions Herein lies
the danger of attempting to correct or improve private morals and personal cond.uct by law, and
especially by constitutional provision.
"The instinct of every good citizen is to obey the law, whether agreeable or not, and to assist
in securing its obedience by others. Obedience to law however, is one thing and enforcement of
law is quite another. The former may come after a lapse of time; the latter may never be attain
able. As a result of the adoption of the Eighteenth Amendment, the people of the United States
are now confronted bv the exceedingly difficult problem-some think the insoluble problem-of at
tempting to build' up respect for law and obedience to law while enforcing by the most extreme
measures a particular provision of law which a large proportion of the population resent and are
ready to defy."

The Nation of June 27th says that the prohibition tangle is becoming worse and
worse. In an article on "Who Undermines Prohibition" which exposes the hypocrisy of
men who have reached high office in Washington, The Nation says:
"We are for the prohibition amendment as long as it is law and are for its rigid enforcement.
But there is no stronger argument for a nation-wide referendum than this case presents; we should
therefore like to see the question submitted to-day to a vote of all' the people.".

Senator James Couzens of Michigan, after touring in Canada, has declared for
beer of not more than S% alcoholic strength.
The leaders of the Anti-Saloon League have been holding a war council in
Westerville. A "nation-wide drive" is to be made, to raise at least $2,500,000 for
the 1924 campaign to elect the league's candidate to the presidency of the United
States, and a Congress pledged to the league to oppose any modification of the
Volstead Act! The league recommends the use of the army and navy to enforce
prohibition.
Palmer Canfield, prohibition chief for New York State, says that one out of
every 110 persons in the United States to-day is a bootlegger, "and the bootleg busi
ness is growing overnight."
Frederick A. Hazeltine, prohibition chief in Pennsyivania, says that "since the
Volstead act became operative the number of manufacturers of hair tonic and barber supplies has increased more than 800 per cent."
· · · ·

